In its 21st year of operations Sony
Pictures Networks India (SPN) is one of
India’s largest media conglomerates.
Today the network owns a diversified
portfolio of channels in the
entertainment, sports and digital genres
and syndicates path-breaking content to
countries across the globe
SPN operates a network of 28 channels
distributed in over 70 countries
worldwide
The SPN library of content spans over
60,000 hours of original programming
which consists of quality content
spanning across genres - from dramas
to thrillers, comedy to action, family to
riveting reality television - thus giving our
brand a well-rounded brand personality
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“
New kid on the
block

”

KUCH RANG PYAR KE AISE BHI

EK RISHTA SAAJHEDARI KA

BEYHADH

THE KAPIL SHARMA SHOW

SUPER DANCER

Y.A.R.O KA TASHAN

This is a mature love story of Dev Dixit, a successful business
tycoon and Sonakshi Bose, a nutritionist consultant. The show
revolves around Dev, Sonakshi and Ishwari (Dev’s mother). Dev
who is madly in love with Sonakshi, decides to part ways with
her as his mother does not approve of their relationship due to
her fear of being replaced by Sonakshi.

224 X 30 mins

HD

Shaheer Sheikh,
Erica Fernandes ,
Supriya Pilgaonkar

*On Air

Beyond Dreams Entertainment
& Inspire Films

Marriage is a partnership of two unique people who bring
out the very best in each other. The story of Aryan and
Sanchi showcases the fact that marriage is the best
demonstration of a successful partnership. The show
explores the journey of Aryan and Sanchi from being a
husband and wife to true companions for life.

108 X 30 mins

Kinshuk Vaidya,
Shivya Pathania

*On Air

HD

Beyhadh is a romantic thriller show depicting two different
shades of love- one driven by obsession and the other by
selflessness and purity

65 X 30 mins

Cinevistas

Jennifer Winget,
Kushal Tandon.

*On Air

HD

India’s Best Comedian- Kapil Sharma’s mad gang is here to
take the audience on a hilarious ride. Known for their
madcap humour and crazy antics, the gang is all set to up
the laughter quotient in your life and take your stress away.
The Kapil Sharma Show is a stand-up comedy television
series. The show revolves around the host - Kapil Sharma,
India's most popular comedian, and his neighbors who
stays at a Non-cooperative Housing Society. Each episode
features comedy acts and funny interactions with famous
Bollywood celebrities, sportsperson and popular artists

73 X 90 mins

HD

Kapil Sharma, Ali Asgar,
Navjot Singh Sidhu, Sumona
Chakrovarty, Rochelle Rao,
Chandan Prabhakar

*On Air

K9 Production

A dance competition show judged by Shilpa Shetty, Anurag
Basu and Geeta Kapoor. Super Dancer aims to find a kid
prodigy who is a potential to be the future of dance. It's
unique format provides each kid with a well known
choreographer as personalized mentors who guides them
through mastering the art of dance

30 X 30 mins

Frames Productions

Shilpa Shetty,
Geeta Kapoor,
Anurag Basu

HD

Mr. Agarwal who is a robotics professor invents his own
child in the form of a Robot. YARO can feel emotions and
has superpowers too. The show teaches kids new lessons
about life, love and humanity through YARO’s journey of
fitting into the human world

120 X 30 mins

Rakesh Bedi,
Malini Kapoor,
Nikhil Mehta,
Mahira Sharma

*On Air

SD/HD

“
... Because
twists and turns
are euphoric!

”

ITNA KARO NA MUJHE PYAAR

YUDH

KUCH RANG PYAR KE AISE BHI

EK DUJE KE VAASTE

PYAAR KO HO JAANE DO

PARVARISH 1 & 2

REPORTERS

BEYHADH

BADE BHAIYYA KI DULHANIYA

BADE ACHHE LAGTE HAI

KUCH TO LOG KAHENGE

MOOH BOLI SHADI

HUMSAFARS

KEHTA HAI DIL JEE LE ZARA

CHANCHAN

AMBER DHARA

AMITA KA AMIT

DEKHA EK KHAWAB

EK RISHTA AISA BHI

BAAT HAMARI PAKKI HAI

SAAS BINA SASURAL

HONGE JUDA NA HUM

DIL KI BAATEIN DIL HI JAANE

PIYA BASANTI RE

HAMRI SISTER DIDI

RISHTA.COM

POWDER

VIRRUDH

EKK NAYI PEHCHAN

KYA HUA TERA VADA

MAIN NA BHOOLUNGI

DIL KI NAZAR SE KHOOBSURAT

TUM AISE HI REHNA

YEH DIL SUN RAHA HAI

HUM HAI NA

The show explores work in progress relationship of Dev
and Sonakshi. Dev is a successful business tycoon who lives
with his mother Ishwari and three sisters. Dev was only eight
years old when he lost his father. His mother Ishwari had to
make a lot of sacrifices for the upbringing of her children. Dev
owes everything to his mother and has a feeling of indebtedness
and complete devotion for her. The toughest battle anyone ever
faces is the one between heart and mind. In today’s practical
world we make the decisions of heart also with mind. But can we
truly find happiness by listening only to the mind.

224 X 30 mins

HD

Shaheer Sheikh,
Erica Fernandes ,
Supriya Pilgaonkar

*On Air

Beyond Dreams Entertainment
& Inspire Films

The show is a story of a couple - Nachiket and Ragini
who are driven apart, ironically because of the intense
love they share. With time their children become the
pivotal reason for them to start a new chapter in life. The
story is taken forward by the children who attempts to
bring together their separated parents and make them
rediscover love after 15 years of marriage

200 X 30 mins

Balaji Telefilms

Ronit Roy,
Pallavi Kulkarni

SD/HD

Yudhisthir Sikarwar is an elite businessman who owns a large
conglomerate. He wishes to venture into the mining industry
but is diagnosed with Huntington's disease, an incurable
neuropsychological disorder, which leaves him with a few
years to live. He is now caught in an emotional battle with his
family and a corporate battle with his rivals. Set in the today's
corporate world, 'Yudh' deals with the journey and struggles of
Yudhisthir Sikarwar in his professional and personal life.

20 X 60 mins

HD

Amitabh Bachchan,
Zakir Hussain,
Sarika

Endemol India &
Sarswati creation

The show is a love story of two childhood best friends,
Shravan and Suman, who are unable to confess their love
for one another. The story revolves around Suman and
Shravan who battles between friendship, love and ego
clashes. Will destiny bring them together? Will their love for
each other win over all the obstacles?

150 X 30 mins

Namik Paul ,
Nikita Dutta

HD

Bindu Productions

(PYAR KO HO JAANE DO)
The show is a story about a very well-to-do modern
Punjabi family - The Hoodas and the backbone of this
loving family is Ishaan and his wife Preet. Ishaan hides
the truth of his real identity from his family. He is
constantly in touch with a girl which leads to the belief
that he has an extra-marital affair. But the truth is much
further away from that. In fact, Ishaan is a spy from a
neighboring country

72 X 30 mins

HD

Mona Singh , Iqbal Khan ,
Mansi Sharma, Pushtie
Shakti

Balaji Telefilms

Parvarrish primarily revolves around two families who are
relatives. It focuses on the troubles they go through in
bringing up their children and the lessons they learn from
these experiences.

380 X 30 (Season 1)
150 X 30 (Season 2)

SD/HD

Shweta Tiwari, Vivek Mushran,
Rupali Ganguly, Vishal Singh,
Anuj Pandit Sharma,Bhavika
Sharma, Diana Khan, Jitendra
Nokewal

DJ's Creative Unit

This show is a story of two people finding love in the
complex and cut-throat world of journalism, where there
is no right or wrong way of looking at news and life.

130 X 30 mins

HD

Rajeev Khandelwal,
Kritika Kamra

Rose Audio Visual

Beyhadh is a romantic thriller showing two different shades
of love- one driven by obsession and the other by
selflessness and purity . Maya is a young business tycoon
who falls in love with Arjun - an aspiring photographer.
Trouble begins when Maya starts getting obsessed with
Arjun and is incapable of staying without him even for a
single second. Her obsession pushes her on the brink of
breaking her relationship with Arjun and harming him. At
this point Saanjh, a childhood friend and secretly in love
with Arjun but is unable to confess her feelings to him,
steps in to save Arjun from Maya.

65 X 30 mins

Cinevistas

Jennifer Winget,
Khushal Tandon.

HD

Abhishek Pant, the eldest son in the family is an
enterprising, responsible & ambitious person who lives in
a joint family of 14 people. Abhishek’s life takes a steep
twist with the entry of Sonam, young & attractive but the
black sheep of her family. She is totally opposite to her
family’s expectations. How will Sonam fit in to all the
expectations as she becomes Abhishek's better half

54 X 30 mins

Priyanshu Jora,
Namita Dubey

HD

Bodhi Tree Multimedia

This show explores the world's of two very different
individuals - Priya Sharma and Ram Kapoor, who
accidentally discover love after they get married. A
matured romantic love story with a unique tale of love
after marriage which reminds us that love can happen
anytime..

640 X 30 mins

Sakshi Tanwar,
Ram Kapoor,
Eva Grover,
Chahat

HD/SD

Balaji Telefilms

This show is a mature love story between two people, with a
substantial age gap. The show focuses on a team of doctors
in the picturesque city in India and revolves around their
routines at the hospital as well as their private lives. Besides
the 18 year age difference, the two protagonists, Dr. Ashutosh
and Dr. Nidhi have a totally different outlook and perspective
in life. A quiet love blossoms between the two, however
Ashutosh is a victim of his own misgivings and the walls he
has built around himself. For some reason he shuts Nidhi out
completely in order to forget her. Will Nidhi be able to break
through the fort that Ashutosh has built around himself? What
happens when both their pasts come to haunt them and pitch
them against each other?

346 X 30 mins

SD

Mandar Devasthali, Sharad Pandey,
Rishi Mandial Kritika Kamra,
Sharad Kelkar, Karan Wahi,
Alok Nath

This show is about the love story of a rich, bubbly girl
and a career-oriented, middle-class boy. Their families
do not approve of this relationship, leaving the couple
with no choice but to get married secretly. The fun starts
when this youthful couple needs to keep the secret of
their marriage from their warring parents and live like
strangers.

80 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Fahad Ali,
Zalak Desai,
Darshan Zariwala

Shashi Sumeet Productions

This show is set in the backdrop of the glamorous but
ruthless fashion world. It is a passionate love story
between a small town girl, Arzoo and a heartless fashion
mogul, Sahir. What follows is an intense love story
between two imperfect and contrasting individuals and
what happens when their world's collide.
How the two opposites find true love in each other is
what makes this show an unconventional and hearttugging love story.
106 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Shivya Pathania,
Vibha Chibber, Sehban Azim,
Madhumalti, Purva Parag

4 Lions Films

This is a story about Anandita who is suffering from a
terminal illness and wants to embrace death in order to
rid her loving husband and two kids of all the agony they
are going through to cure her and keep her alive. Ram,
Anandita's husband, is not ready to let go his wife and is
willing to go to any length to save her. The show depicts
a beautiful saga of love posing a quintessential question
- how far can one go for love?

110 X 30 mins

Ram Kapoor,
Gurdeep Kohli

HD

Aqua Pictures Private ltd

The show is the story of a young, liberal, free spirited girl
who becomes the daughter-in-law of a traditional,
orthodox family. Chhanchhan is someone who stands up
for what's right and speaks against the wrong. She
doesn't think twice before calling a spade a spade. The
drama unfolds as the series traces the challenges
Chhanchhan faces in her new home. Will Chhanchhan
be able to survive her mother-n-law’s schemes?

103 X 30 mins

SD

Optimystix Entertainment

Sanaya Irani,
Anuj sachdeva,
supriya Pathak

The story revolves around the life of two conjoined twins.
Abandoned by their father at birth, the sisters grew up
becoming each other’s best friends. However soon
enough there is a twist in the tale.
What happens when love knocks on their doorstep

120 X 30 mins

SD

Swastik Pictures

Kashmeera Irani,
Mona Ambegaonkar,
Sudesh Berry,
Sulagna Panigrahi

(AMITA KA AMIT)
This is the story of 22 year old, an Arts graduate, Amita
Patel and 24-year old, stock broker, Amit Shah. Both
have big dreams for their respective spouses. These two
average people who dream of an extraordinary spouse
get married to each other out of compulsion. This show
is an extraordinary love story of two very ordinary people

200 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Chandni Bhagwanani,
Nishad Vaidya,
Jagesh Muktai,
Jyoti Gauba

Swastik Pictures

This is the story of Moniya, a young vivacious girl from a
poor family who discovers that she is in fact the
kidnapped daughter of a King and a Queen. Once she
comes to terms with the fact that the man she
considered her father all this while, is actually her
kidnapper. Moniya sets out to adapt herself to her new
identity, that of princess Manyata. It is an innovative
coming of age tale, which chronicles the tussle between
Moniya obligations and desires.

170 X 30 mins

SD

Rose Audio Visual Pvt. Ltd.

Aruna Irani,
Priyal Gor,
Shritama Mukherjee,
Shahbaz Khan

Sonia has been a parent for her five sisters. Raghav is
forcefully married to Sonia due to his dominating mother.
This family drama revolves around their life after
marriage where they fake their love to others. Will
Raghav be able to shoulder the responsibility of Sonia
and her sisters!
130 X 30 mins

SD

Rahul Sharma,
Preeti Chaudhary,
Divyangana Jain

Shashi Sumeet Production

(BAAT HAMARI PAKKI HAI)
This show is the story of Sachi, who is rejected by many
boys and their families for marriage. Her marriage is the
only agenda in her aunt’s life. Each time a prospective
groom arrives, Sachi is displayed like a commodity and
goes through the humiliation of being rejected time and
again, till one day Shravan walks into her life. The show
depicts how Sachi and Shravan adapts into each other
lives

185 X 30 mins

SD

DJ's Creative Unit

Ankita Sharma,
Barun Sobti

The story revolves around Taanya, a beautiful intelligent
girl in Mumbai. She gets married to Tej who she loves and
realizes that Tej’s household is full of men, just men.
Taanya despairs as she realizes that she almost needs to
play the warden of a boy's hostel where the boys range
from 12 to 60 in age. Will she face the challenge of living in
an all- male house?

411 X 30 mins

SD

Aishwarya Sakhuja,
Ravi Dubey,
Rajendra Chawala

Optimystix Entertainment

This is the tempestuous love story of a young married
couple, rediscovering love after meeting with a tragic car
accident, which causes a lapse in their memories. A
tragedy which separates them, only to be brought
together again as two strangers, to fall in love all over
again.

105 X 30 mins

HD

Raqesh Vashisth,
Amna Sharif,
Aamir Ali

Shri Adhikari Brothers

(KEHTA HAI DIL ZEE LE ZARA)
This is the story of 34 year old Saanchi, a strong, single
independent working woman. After the death of her
parents, Saanchi, takes over the responsibility of her
.With all the various responsibilities that come with it,
Saanchi has very little time to focus upon her personal
life until Dhruv comes into her life. He is rich, suave and
full of life. Will Dhruv change Saanchi’s life?

165 X 30 mins

HD

Sangeeta Ghosh,
Ruslaan Mumtaz,
Sulbha Deshpande

Rose Audio Visuals

Pia’s mother has gone through many hardships. She works as
a house maid to provide Pia with the best possible education.
As fate would have it, Pia, a dutiful daughter, has to undertake
her mother’s job at her classmate Kabeer’s house to pay off a
loan. Even though they are different personalities their
interaction increases developing mutual respect. Love
blossoms and Kabeer and Pia eventually take the plunge to
get married . The show depicts the journey of Pia from being a
maid’s daughter to becoming the daughter-in-law of a rich
household and depicts how Piya adapts herself to the new
family and eventually is accepted by all

85 X 30 mins

HD

Rashmi Sharma Telefilms

Alan, Ada,
Surbhi, Vipra

This series is about Amrita, also known as Sister Didi,
who is the head nurse at Muskaan Hospital. This hospital
was her husband, Dr. Avinash's dream and even after his
untimely death, Amita continues to ensure that the
hospital runs just as he would have wanted. Amrita’s life
takes a sudden turn when Dr. Karan, a brilliant,
charismatic, by-the-book doctor, and a friend of her
deceased husband joins the hospital staff. Will Amrita
ever find love again?

130 X 30 mins

Pariva Pranati,
Bhanu Uday

HD

Its a story about Isha and Rohan, two college buddies
who along with a chubby friend and some sincere efforts
open up a Match-Making Company - Rishta.com.
Each episode sees them manage a fresh client's
matrimonial alliance, as well as their own problems.

25 X 30 mins

SD

Shruti Seth, Kavi Shastri,
Kevin Dave, Kiran

Yash Raj Films

This series is the hard-hitting and gritty story of the new
scenario emerging in substance abuse - a generation
embracing drugs as part of the living and about the men
who know how to inject this habit steadily, so as to make
fortune out of it. This series revolves around the drug
lord, Naved Ansari and an honest team of the Narcotics
Control Bureau led by Usmaan Malik who plans to nab
Ansari before he can hoodwink the system into letting
him go scot free. The web of power, addiction, money,
values, corruption, justice, and deceit is what Powder will
take you through on its journey and leave you amazed.

26 X 30 mins

SD

Manish Choudhary,
Pankaj Tripathi, Gitika Tyagi,
Rahul Bagga

Yash Raj Films

Virrudh is a story of Vasudha Raisinghania, a cheerful,
loving and intelligent girl who is a doting daughter of a
powerful and manipulative media baron who runs a
newspaper. However complications arise when Vasudha,
despite being in love, cannot openly pursue a relationship
with Sushant, who is the Chief Crime Reporter in
newspaper agency, since her father disapproves of the
relationship. The show depicts how Vasudha keeps up this
delicate balance between her love life, her professional
responsibilities and her moral duties

165 X 30 mins

SD

Achint Kaur, Govind G. Namdeo,
Mohan Bhandari,
Smriti Irani, Sushant Singh,
Vikram Gokhale

Ugraya and Applause
Entertainment

This show is a compelling and unique narrative of a
woman’s search for her identity. Sharda and her
daughter-in-law Sakshi met as complete strangers but
end up striking a great bond with each other. It breaks
the traditional mold of a bickering, unpleasant, hate
relationship that mother and daughter in-laws are
normally associated with and makes this path-breaking
series something to watch out for.

180 X 30 mins

Poonam Dhillon,
Krystle D'Souza,
Karan Sharma

HD/SD

Jay Production

This is a story of a young couple Pradeep, Mona and
their three young children. While Mona is mounting
attention towards the care and needs of her children, it
leaves Pradeep feeling neglected. Pradeep gets into an
illicit affair with Anushka, his college sweetheart, who
once again enters his life as his boss. It is a poignant
story of a woman’s struggle for survival and her voyage
to find her place under the sun, beyond the life of a wife
and mother.

275 X 30 mins

Mona Singh,
Pawan Shankar,
Mauli Ganguli

SD/HD

Balaji Telefilms

(MAIN NAA BHOOLUNGI)
This series is the journey of Shikha Gupta, a beautiful and
independent girl. Shikha’s family is approached by Sameer
Verma, a successful businessman, who seems to be the
perfect guy for her. She falls in love with him, gets married
and have a baby. However, all is not what it looks like and
soon Shikha is a victim to Sameer’s criminal intentions. He
attempts to murder her by pushing her off a cliff and kidnaps
their child, Manav. Shikha embarks on a journey where reality
and illusions mingle and she has to find her way through a
maze of love, deception, hate, revenge as well as death in her
quest to discover the truth!

157 X 30 mins

Aishwarya Sakhuja,
Vikas Manaktala,
Avinesh Rekhi

SD/HD

(DIL KI NAZAR SE KHOOBSURAT)
Aradhya falls in love with the voice of a radio jockey named
‘Ehsaas’. His voice makes many women go weak on their
knees. Aradhya gets herself an apprenticeship in the radio
station to meet her prince charming. A series of
misunderstanding leads her to believe that Ehaas is Rahul, a
handsome man who works at the radio station. What will
happen when Aaradhya is married to a man who is the exact
opposite of what she thought her husband would be. Will
Aaradhya’s dreams of finding her perfect man be shattered with
her marriage, or will she find a way to discover the true man
behind the voice

105 X 30 mins

HD/SD

Soumya Seth, Rohit Khurana,
Abhishek Malik

(TUM AISE HI REHNA)
Set in Rajasthan, Tum Aise Hi Rehna chronicles the lives of
Ria and Abhimanyu who belongs to two completely different
worlds but are deeply in love. After facing all oppositions,
Abhimanyu and Ria's love conquers all and they get married.
This contemporary love saga is all about how Ria bridges the
gaps and tries to strengthen family ties while keeping her
romance alive with Abhimanyu post marriage.

95 X 30 mins

HD

Rashmi Sharma Telefilms

Kinshuk Mahajan, Shefali
Sharma, Madhura Naik

This is an intense love story of two lovers who are
destined to never be together. Poorvi is an educated,
highly moralistic individual and is the daughter of two IAS
officers. Arjun is everything she despises - uncouth,
uneducated, sexist and son of a political goon. The show
captures the story of two star-crossed lovers whose
destiny is to love each other, against all odds but never
come together

94 X 30 mins

Balaji Telefilms

Navi Bhangu,
Aparna Dixit

SD

This is a love story set in the heart of the holy city of
India- Varanasi, where Bunty, a young fun loving guy and
Sagarika who is the daughter of a retired professor and
has recently moved with her family. Bunty and Sagarika
eventually fall in love and Bunty tries to impress her
father. As the story unfolds Bunty finds himself in a
confounding situation where he trying to please all the
women he loves, his mother, sister and lover

125 X 30 mins

HD/SD

Kanwar Dhillon,
Pratyusha Banerjee

DJ's Creative Unit

“
because life
gets better with
a little laughter!

”

COMEDY CIRCUS

F.I.R

YAM HAI HUM

GUPCHUP

SAHIB BIWI AUR BOSS

R K LAXMAN KI DUNIYA

WOH TERI BHABHI HAI PAGLE

CHINTU BAN GAYA GENTLEMAN

GUTUR GU

MRS TENDULKAR

SAJAN RE JHOOTH MAT BOLO

TAARAK MEHTA KA OOLTHA
CHASAMA

CHIDIYAGHAR

KHIDKI

A comedy show comprising of jokes enacted out in the
form of gags and spoofs by an ensemble cast, linked
together by talented comedians doing their stand ups.
The stand-up links are shot on a specially created set,
are high on gloss and the comedians are accompanied
by a band.

341 X 60 mins (18 Seasons)

Archana Puran Singh,
Sohail Khan, Various Artists

SD

F.I.R. is a situational comedy centered on the antics of a
Lady Police Inspector and her sub-constables. In their
sincere attempts to solve worthwhile cases they seem
destined to make us laugh. A funny police department
and their equally funny criminals, turn the police station
upside down as various cases get solved

1323 X 30 mins SD

Kavita Kaushik,
Shiv Pandit

Shashank Bali productions

This is the story of Yamraj, the God of Death who
descends on earth to rectify his image as he is known to
take away human life and is the God of departed spirits.
He stays on earth to tell people that life is beautiful and
should not be wasted away in vices. Every time he
decides to go back, he sees more and more people
struggling in life with day to day issues and stays back to
show them the path of righteousness. Each episode of
the show imparts a lesson well learnt of life.

280 X 30 mins

SD

Manav Gohil, Atul Parchure,
Farhina Parvez

Swastik Pictures

(GUPCHUP)

Its a story about two families which have different
attitude, different lifestyles, different tastes, different likes
& dislikes etc. As a result both the families are perpetually
at loggerhead. The persiflage between the two families
gives birth to hilarious situations

10 X 30 mins

SD

Sharad Vyas, Naveen Bawa,
Jaswir Kaur

Saregama Productions

(SAHIB BIWI AUR BOSS)
Its a story of Sandeep, an aspiring actor and Anisha, a
housewife. Their life takes an eventful turn when Anisha
takes up a job where she has to lie about her marital
status. The company owner is looking for a bride for her
nephew and thinks Anisha is perfect. Things starts taking
interesting turns when the boss spots Anisha and
Sandeep together and how this couple manages to hide
the fact that they are actually married.

135 X 30 mins

SD

Vipul Roy , Maghda Chapekar ,
Firoz , Supriya Shakia ,
Resham Tipnis ,
Dhruv Singh

(R.K. LAXMAN KI DUNIYA)
This series is based on the works of the famous Indian
cartoonist and satirist R.K. Laxman, and his amusing and
poignant tales about the exploits of the “Common Man".
Laxman’s Common Man is a silent spectator who
observes with great grace and dignity the many
complexities and pitfalls of our fast moving times. The
show depicts the joys and sorrows of ordinary people, but
most of all it portrays our frustrations as well as
indifference towards things going on around us.

353 X 30 mins

SD

Hats Off Productions

Atul Parchure, Vandana Pathak,
Deepak Gheewala, Krishna
Bharadwaj

(WO TERI BHABHI HAI PAGLE)
This is an out-n-out Romcom show based on a love
triangle story. The show revolves around three primary
characters. Dr Diya (Physiatrist), Dr Ranbeer (Fake Heart
Surgeon) & Nathu (Fake Patient). Ranbeer & Nathu
shares a Tom & Jerry relationship where their only aim is
to gain Diya’s attention. They try several ways to woo her
which creates hilarious comic situations.

102 X 30 mins

SD

Optimystix Entertainment

Krishna Gokani, Ali Asgar ,
Ather Habib

(CHINTU BAN GAYA GENTLEMEN)
This is an Indian silent comedy series. The story portrays
the life of a small-town boy, Chintu, whose life revolves
around his coat, his bicycle and his girlfriend, Pinky. They
go all over the world and gets caught up in hilarious
situations, majorly because of Chintu's doing

39 X 30 mins

SD

Deepti Bhatnagar Productions

Al Amin, Ashwini Khairnar

The show is inspired from the famous humorous column,
'Duniya Ne Undha Chasma (World has closed its eyes)'
written by the eminent Gujarati writer Taarak Mehta. The
story revolves around the lives of people who live in the
same apartment complex and through them covers
topical issues which are socially relevant in a hilarious
and tongue-in-cheek manner. Prominent amongst the
characters is Jethalaal, an uneducated Gujarati
businessman

2111 X 30 mins

SD

Sailesh Lodha, Dilip Joshi,
Disha Wakani

*On Air

This is India's first silent comedy series. Gutur Gu is
based on a character named Balu who stays with his
family consisting of his wife, parents and his
grandmother. The episodes feature a series of incidents
and confusions that Balu creates as he invariably
manages to get into some accident or the other. He
somehow succeeds to turn even mundane situations into
indigenous adventures

180 X 30 mins
(3 Seasons)

SD

Sheetal Maulik, Sunil Grover,
Nayan Bhatt, Bhavana Balsavar,
Jaidutt Vyas, KK Goswami

Mrs. Tendulkar is a unique story of a couple, where the
bread-earner is the woman and the husband is the
homemaker. This story is rollercoaster ride of conflicting
ideals, personalities and attitudes. Each episode focuses
on the love-hate relationship between the Tendulkars and
the rest of the society and how both the factions
eventually start accepting each other and a beautiful
bond is formed between the two

210 X 30 mins

SD

Deven Bhojani, Kishori Godbole,
Afia Tayebali, Rishabh Sharma,
Shivansh Kotia

(SAJAN RE JHOOTH MAT BOLO)
This story is about Apoorva who lands a job with
Dhirubhai's Industries. Apoorva meets Aarti (niece of
Dhirubhai) and falls in love with her. To impress Aarti,
Apoorva lies to Dhirubhai about his family and
background. This leads to Raju, Apoorva's best friend,
building up a fake family to reinforce the lie. Only after a
month of dating, Aarti gets married to Apoorva. The show
depicts a series of comedic sequences as Apoorva and his
other family members try to hide the truth of this fake
family from Dhirubhai and his niece Aarti.

470 X 30 mins

SD

Optimystix Entertainment

Sumeet Raghavan, Shalini
Khanna, Tiku Talsania

This series revolves around Kesari and his family
members Coincidentally their names resemble certain
animals, and each individual displays some of the animal’s
characteristic traits. The show is a unique family comedy
which is based on the premise that all humans have some
or the other animal trait, and finally it is our humanity and
our values of love, respect, patience and understanding
enrich life, and make us a truly distinct species.

1295 X 30 mins

SD

Garima Productions

Rajendra Gupta, Bharti Achrekar,
Paresh Ganatra, Shilpa
Shinde, SumitArora

*On Air

(KHIDKI)
The show is unique in the way it is conceptualized and
executed on the basis of stories of real families around the
world. Enacted by actors, however the real families also
feature at the end of each story. So the audience will hear
the story straight from the horse’s mouth.

50 X 30 mins

SD

Saregama Productions

Rajeev Mehta,Lubna
Salim,Aishwarya Sakhuja,
Sarita Joshi,Manav Gohil

“

Good enough to
send chills
down the
spine...

”

AAHAT

BHOOT AAYA

ANAMIKA

Aahat is a horror story is one which makes us watch it
with closed eyes and which steals our sleep for many
nights, gives us a lump that cannot be swallowed and
sends a chill down the spine. Each episode consists
of new horror stories which promises to scare you

600 X 60 mins
( 6 Seasons)

Various Artists

SD/HD

(BHOOT AAYA)
The series attempts to explore the unexplained forces of the
supernatural world and their encounters with humans. Ghost
stories and discussions on paranormal forces are common
tea-time conversations. We have all heard stories of haunted
houses and paranormal experiences. Mostly we hear these
stories with an air of skepticism, humor and disbelief. Horror
stories, by definition, are scary but when you know they are
based on real life incidents, the fear factor increase.

23 X 30 mins

Various Artists

SD/HD

Cinetek Telefilms

Anamika is a family based horror show. The series is
based on a love story with a supernatural touch. It depicts
a simple love triangle concept with a super natural touch
that made the show unique and more interesting. It was
for the first time that any daily soap is based on the lines
of paranormal activities

206 X 22 mins

SD

Simran Kaur, Mudit
Nayar, Annie Gill

Eagle Films Private limited

“

Laughter,
Excitement,
Entertainmentthe canvas of
our Reality!

”

POWER COUPLE

ENTERTAINMENT KE LIYE KUCH BHI KAREGA

SANJEEV KAPOOR KE KITCHEN KHILADI

SUPER DANCER

A dance competition show judged by Shilpa Shetty, Anurag
Basu and Geeta Kapoor. Super Dancer aims to find a kid
prodigy who is a potential to be the future of dance. It's
unique format provides each kid with a well known
choreographer as personalized mentors who guides them
through mastering the art of dance

30 X 30 mins

Frames Productions

Shilpa Shetty,
Geeta Kapoor,
Anurag Basu

HD

A reality show consisting of 10 famous celebrities with
people closest to them- their partners. In this game their
relationship is worth money. For 13 weeks their relationship
is tested through a series of extreme challenges in which
they need to prove their compatibility to be the ultimate
winner.

26 X 60 mins

HD

Arbaaz Khan, Malaika
Arora, Various Celebrities

Colosceum Media

This show is a Competition-based varietyentertainment reality show. The Contestants have to
perform for the judges and a studio audience. The
performance could be anything as long as it keeps the
audience glued. It is an innovative and challenging format
which requires the contestant to perform for a minimum of
60 seconds to win a cash prize. The “gong out” system is
such that the contestant can be vetoed out by the audience
and /or the judges. The acts featured on the show centres
around: unique/novel styles of singing, dancing, acts that
are bizarre in nature, amazing, shocking, mimicry, stand-up
comedy , contortionists, acrobatics, gymnasts, magicians.
The program is high on entertainment, emotional and
reality quotient

197 X 60

SD

Farah Khan, Anu Malik

This is a unique cooking reality show in which a family is
chosen to take on the Judges. Each family has to prepare
the same dish as the Judges with their own style. The
show is very unique as Judges compete against
Contestants. Internationally renowned chef, Sanjeev
Kapoor hosts the show

90 X 60 mins

Sanjeev Kapoor

SD

Eagle Films Private limited

“
Come
experience the
grandeur!

”

Bharat ka Veer Putra - Maharana Pratap

Sankatmochan Mahabali Hanuman

Suryaputra Karn

Sinhasan Battisi

Arslaan

Chittor Ki Rani Padmini Ka Jouhar

This show chronicles the journey of the warrior king from
boyhood and emphasizes his deeds which earned him
the moniker “Maharana”, meaning Great King. This is the
journey of the man who gave the great Mughal Emperor
Akbar sleepless nights and whose ultimate death brought
tears in the eyes of even his arch nemesis

530 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Fasial Khan, Shakti Anand,
Rajshree Thakur,
Aashka Goradia

Contiloe Entertainment

The mythological show encapsulates the story about Lord
Hanuman told from the viewpoint of Lord Shri Krishna
and Devi Rukmini. The show follows the life of Lord
Hanuman, a destroyer of obstacles, and traces his
journey from his childhood till the time he met Lord Rama
and became his devout disciple

471 X 30 mins

HD

Ishant Bhanushali,
Gagan Malik,
Barkha Sen Gupta

*On Air

Contiloe Entertainment

Fearless and steadfast, Karna never backs down. A natural
leader who refuses to mince his words and his cutting-edge
sarcasm is often entertaining. This show chronicles the
journey of Karna, the son of Surya and Kunti, who is
regarded as one of the most important figures of the
Mahabharata in Indian mythology and explores how he
became a hero using his might and power.

300 X 30 mins

HD

Vishesh Bansal,
Mouli Ganguli,
Anand Suryavanshi

Swastik Pictures

A mythological show which depicts the story of a
legendary throne crafted by the Gods for King
Vikramaditya, in celebration of his 32 virtues. The throne
embodies mystical powers that enable it’s bearer to rule
with a supreme sense of justice as well as other God-like
abilities

140 X 30 mins

HD

Siddharth Malhotra,
Karan Suchak,
Shaiyantani

Creative Eye Limited

Set 3000 years into the future, Arslaan is the coming of
age story of a young boy, who is the quintessential
underdog. Arslaan must defeat the evil Zakfaar. He goes
on many adventures with his friends while Zakfaar follows
him. The story ends when he takes a gem from Ibleez
and uses it to defeat Zakfaar and after that he was known
as the hero of the world

15 X 60 mins

SD

Niel Bhatt, Mukul Dev,
Nikhil Vij,
Kishwar Merchant

Sagar Arts

This is a royal saga of beauty, loyalty, courage and
sacrifice of one of the greatest queens in Indian history,
Princess Padmini. The heroic act of preferring death to
dishonor made her a legend and even to this day she is
considered the epitome of Indian womanhood and
personification of sacrifice and valor.

48 X 30 mins

SD

Tejaswani Lonari,
Rohit Bakshi, Mukesh Rishi

“
Content that
can be
personalized!

”

SAAS BINA SASURAL

PARVARISH

Super Dancer

ENTERTAINMENT KE LIYE
KUCH BHI KAREGA

BADE ACHHE LAGTE HAI

BOOGIE WOOGIE

KKUSUM

SANJEEV KAPOOR KE
KITCHEN KHILADI

A dance competition show judged by Shilpa Shetty, Anurag
Basu and Geeta Kapoor. Super Dancer aims to find a kid
prodigy who is a potential to be the future of dance. It's
unique format provides each kid with a well known
choreographer as personalized mentors who guides them
through mastering the art of dance

30 X 30 mins

Frames Productions

Shilpa Shetty,
Geeta Kapoor,
Anurag Basu

The story revolves around Taanya, a beautiful intelligent
girl in Mumbai. She gets married to Tej who she loves and
realizes that Tej’s household is full of men,just men.
Taanya despairs as she realizes that she almost needs to
play the warden of a boy's hostel where the boys range
from 12 to 60 in age. Will she face the challenge of living in
an all- male house?

411 X 30 mins

Aishwarya Sakhuja,
Ravi Dubey,
Rajendra Chawala

This show explores the world's of two very different
individuals - Priya Sharma and Ram Kapoor, who
accidentally discover love after they get married.
A matured romantic love story with a unique tale of love
after marriage which reminds us that love can happen
anytime..

644 X 30 mins

Sakshi Tanwar, Ram Kapoor,
Eva Grover, Chahat

The show is the story of a woman whose upbringing has
instilled strong middle class values in her and has taught
her to be strong willed, self respecting and at the same
time loving and caring. The protagonist of the show.
Kkusum epitomizes the values and virtues of an Indian
woman who puts the well-being of her family before herself
and upholds her principles at all cost
1001 X 30 mins

Anuj Saxena, Nausheen Ali
Sardar, S.K. Batra, Savita
Prabhune

The show primarily revolves around two families who are
close relatives. It focuses on the troubles they go through
in bringing up their children and the lessons they learn from
those experiences

388 X 30 (Season 1)
150 X 30 (season 2)

Shweta Tiwari, Vivek Mushran,
Rupali Ganguly, Vishal Singh,
Anuj Pandit Sharma,Bhavika,
Sharma,Diana Khan,Jitendra
Nokewal

This is a Competition-based varietyentertainment reality show. The Contestants have
to perform for the judges and a studio audience. The
performance could be anything as long as it keeps the
audience glued. It is an Innovative and challenging format
which requires the contestant to perform for a minimum of
60 seconds to win a cash prize. The “gong out” system is
such that the contestant can be vetoed out by the audience
and /or the judges. The acts featured on the show centres
around: unique/novel styles of singing, dancing, acts that
are bizarre in nature, amazing, shocking, mimicry, stand-up
comedy , contortionists, acrobatics, gymnasts, magicians.
The program is high on entertainment, emotional and
reality quotient

195 X 60
( 5 Seasons)

Farah Khan, Anu Malik,
Various Artists

The first reality dance show format of India aimed at
launching new dance talent from across the country. The
highlight of the show is the inimitable, celebrated dancer,
Javed Jaffery who is the celebrity judge in the show

691 X 30 mins
(7 Seasons)

Naved Jaffri,
Ravi Behl,
Javed Jaffri

A unique cooking reality show in which every time a
family is chosen to compete with the Judges. In this
competition, the family prepares the same dish as the
Judges in their own style

70 X 60 mins

Sanjeev Kapoor

“

Bringing to life
the imaginary
world in a
child's mind!

”

Y.A.R.O KA TASHAN

BAALVEER

JEANE AUR JIJU

BADI DOOR SE AAYE HAI

RING WRONG RING

The fantasy show depicts the story of a superkid with
powers who lives in a magical land called Pari Lok, (Fairy
Land) where fairies reside. Balveer is an ordinary child, who
is whisked away to Pari Lok at a young age and is blessed
with the power of seven fairies. He fights for good and
honest children

1090 X 30 mins SD

Dev Joshi,
Karishma Tanna,
Shama Sikander

Optimystix Entertainment

Mr. Agarwal who is a robotics professor invents his own
child in the form of a Robot. YARO can feel emotions and
has superpowers too. The show teaches kids new lessons
about life, love and humanity through YARO’s journey of
fitting into the human world

120 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Rakesh Bedi,
Malini Kapoor, Nikhil Mehta,
Mahira Sharma

*On Air

A story of an extra-terrestrial family from another galaxy.
While travelling through our galaxy a very long time ago,
their youngest son went missing and they have been
looking for him from pillar to planet. Strong clues have lead
them to suspect their son’s presence on earth and hence
they decide to live on earth in his search

635 X 30 mins

SD/HD

Hats Off Productions

Sumeet Raghavan,
Rupali Bhosale,
Vinay Rohrra

This series is based on the romantic and fantasy filled
adventures of Jeannie and Captain Vicky a.k.a. Juju, who
is a commercial pilot with Fly High Airlines. The action
begins when Vicky abandons his plane and makes an
emergency landing on a deserted island where he finds a
2000 year old Jeannie trapped in a bottle. Jeannie falls in
love with Vicky at first sight, tricks him and follows him
back into his world and therein begins the fun

417 X 30 mins

SD

Ali Asgar, Giaa Manek,
Navin Bole

Eagle Films Private limited

The series featurs a normal middle-class home with
quirky characters. The comedy of forced and unforced
errors which will have everyone rolling on the floor
laughing their guts off.

40 X 30 mins

Mansi Chouhan,
Vijay Chouhan,
Dinanath Chouhan

“
Guns dont kill,
People do!

”

Crime Patrol Dial 100

The first thrilling investigative series on Indian Television
which has completed 20 years and is amongst the most
popular crime show in India. Dramatic and absolutely
unpredictable, CID has captivated viewers and continues
to keep audiences glued to their television sets with its
thrilling plots and excitement.

1400 X 60 mins

HD/SD

Fireworks Productions

Shivaji Satam,
Aditya Shrivastav,
Dayanand Shetty

*On Air

The series, whose motto is "Crime never pays" presents
dramatized version of crime cases that occurs in India.
Popular TV anchor, Anup Soni suggests the right
measures to avert crimes, narrating real-life stories
revolving around harassment, kidnapping and murders

756 X 60 mins

HD/SD

Cinevistaas Limited & Optimystix Entertainment

Various Artists

*On Air

The series, presents dramatized version of crime cases
related to women that occurred in India. Popular anchor,
Anup Soni suggests the right measures to avert crimes,
narrating real-life stories revolving around harassment,
kidnapping and murders

359 X 60 mins

HD

Anup Soni, Various Artists

*On Air

Adaalat is a courtroom drama series which follows the
life of the city’s most famous defense advocate KD
Pathak, who is known to have never lost a case. The
show unravels how the suave, sophisticated, witty and
unconventional lawyer, with an eye for details always
turns the tables in his clients’ favour and wins them their
freedom. However most importantly, what KD fights for
are not his clients but true justice

430 X 60 (Season 1)
HD/SD
23 X 60 (Season 2)

Ronit Roy and Various Artists

Contiloe Telefilms

A first ever series made on true life cases in the Indian
judicial history establishing a new genre on television.
This is one-of-a-kind show which dealt with landmark
judgements from the Indian judicial system. The USP of
the serial is the unusual document-drama format of each
episode

90 X 30 mins

Television 18 India Ltd.

Various Artists

HD

An Indian drama television series which features three
separate investigative units working on different crimes
.The binding link between the three Crime Branch Units
and the independent stories is the protagonist Surya, a
middle-aged blind man, who is their friend, philosopher
and guide

32 X 60 mins

Harsh Chhaya

SD

Fireworks Productions

Encounter is a dramatized series showcasing the
dangerous encounters between the cops and gangsters.
The series is based on real crimes and traces the
encounters that took place in different parts of India and
those which made the media headlines for months and
were then forgotten

30 X 60 mins SD/HD

Manoj Bajpayee

Endemol India

“
Magic of
Bollywood

*Subject to Rights Availability

”

PIKU

AZHAR

TE3N

FILMISTAAN

YOUNGISTAAN

ROCKY HANDSOME

SHAHID

HEROPANTI

MUJHSE SHAADI
KAROGI

HAR DIL JO PYAR KAREGA

JUDWAA

KARAN ARJUN

GOLIYON KI RASLEELA RAMLEELA

BAABUL

KRRISH 3

KOI MIL GAYA

KAHO NA PYAR HAI

QUEEN

YAMALA PAGLA DEEWANA

VAASTAV

APNE

ROBOT

ANAND

SOORYAVANSHAM

CHUPKE

Piku is a quirky comedy film about the relationship
between an ageing father and his young daughter, living
in a cosmopolitan city, dealing with each other's
conflicting ideologies while being fully aware that they are
each other's only emotional support.

Shoojit Sircar

Drama

2015

IIFA 2016 Award for Best Story
Filmfare Award 2016 for Best Film
Global Indian Music Academy Awards 2016 for Best
Background Score
Indian Film Festival of Russia 2015 for Best Film
International Indian Film Academy Awards 2016 for Best
Movie National Film Awards 2016 for Best Actor
Indian Film Festival of Melbourne 2016 for Best Actor &
Director
125 mins

Amitabh Bachchan,
Deepika Padukone,
Irrfan Khan

Azhar is an Indian sports drama. The story is inspired
from the life of Indian cricketer and former national team
captain Mohammad Azharuddin. The cricket board bans
Azhar for getting involved in a Match Fixing. Azhar
decides to challenge the ban in court with the help of his
lawyer friend Reddy.

Tony D'Souza

Drama

130 mins

Emraan Hashmi,
Nargis Fakhri, Prachi
Desai, Lara Dutta,
Kunaal Roy Kapur,
Gautam Gulati

2016

A man (Amitabh Bachchan) searches for clues related to
the abduction and murder of his granddaughter, while a cop
(Vidya Balan) and a priest (Nawazuddin Siddiqui)
investigate a new kidnapping that bears similarities to that
unsolved case.
Ribhu Dasgupta

Mystery

136 mins

Amitabh Bachchan,
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Vidya
Balan, Sabyasachi
Chakrabarty

2016

An account of slain Human Rights lawyer Shahid Azmi,
an ordinary citizen with an extraordinary commitment to
justice.

Hansal Mehta

Drama

2012

National Film Award 2014 for Best Actor & Best Direction

129 mins

K K Menon, Prabal Panjabi,
Prabhleen Sandhu,Rajkumar
Rao, Tigmanshu Dhulia

In Mumbai, affable Bollywood buff and wanna-be-actor Sunny, who
works as an assistant director, fantasizes on becoming a heartthrob star. However, at every audition he is summarily thrown out.
Undeterred, he goes with an American crew to remote areas in
Rajasthan to work on a documentary. One day an Islamic terrorist
group kidnaps him for the American crew-member. Sunny finds
himself on enemy border amidst guns and pathani-clad guards,
who decide to keep him hostage until they locate their original
target. The house In which he is confined belongs to a Pakistani,
whose trade stems from pirated Hindi films, which he brings back
every time he crosses the border. Soon, the two factions realize
that they share a human and cultural bond. The film shows how
cinema can be the universal panacea for co-existence.

Nitin Kakkar

Comedy

2012

National Film Award 2013 for Best Feature Film

117 mins

Sharib Hashmi, Inaamulhaq,
Kumud Mishra,

A young man (Jackky Bhagnani) refuses to get rid of his
live-in lover (Neha Sharma) after he succeeds his father as
India's prime minister.

Syed Ahmed Afzal

Drama

105 mins

Jackky Bhagnani, Sneha
Khanwalkar, Shree Isshq

2014

Rocky Handsome is a Hindi action film starring action
hunk John Abraham. The story revolves around John
and child artist Diya Chalwad. When a drug mafia
abducts an eight-year old, her dearest man sets out on
a mission with a view of returning the compliment.

Nishikant Kamat

Action

2016

National Film Award 2013 for Best Feature Film

126 mins

John Abraham, Shruti
Haasan, Nathalia Kaur, Diya
Chalwad, Norah Fatehi

A man loves a woman, who's family does not believe in
love. Bablu falls in love with Dimpy, after saving her from
some goons who attack her. However, Dimpy's father
Chowdhary disapproves of their relationship.

Sabbir Khan

Romance

2014

Filmfare Award 2015 for Best Female Debut
IIFA Award 2015 for Star Debut of the Year - Male & Female
Guild Award 2015 for Star Debut of the Year - Male & Female

146 mins

Tiger Shroff, Kriti
Sanon

Sameer, a hot-tempered young man, relocates to Goa,
where he falls in love with Rani. But his new room-mate
Sunny behaves like a spoke in the wheel, as he has some
tricks up his sleeve.

David Dhawan

Comedy

2004

IIFA Award 2005 for Best Performance in Comic Role

163 mins

Salman Khan, Akshay
Kumar, Priyanka Chopra,
Amrish Puri

Har Dil Jo Pyar Karega is a Hindi romantic movie starring Salman Khan. This
story is about Raj who is a struggling singer with big dreams who is still waiting
for his big break. One night he witnesses an accident where a car spins out of
control and lands on the tracks of an on-coming train. Raj runs over to the
wreckage and rescues the occupant just in time. He takes her to the hospital
and the girl's family are informed. The girl, Pooja Oberoi, survives but is in a
vigil coma, a condition whereby she can hear and see everything but cannot
speak nor move any part of her body. The Oberoi family is grateful to Raj and
are led to believe that he is Pooja's groom, Romi. Raj is reluctant to accept this
but then he changes his mind and accepts being the groom, as he has an
agenda of his own and takes advantage of this accident to further his goals. But
then he meets Pooja's best friend Jahnvi and falls in love with her. The situation
is complicated even more when Pooja wakes up from the coma and begins to
show feelings for Raj.

Raj Kanwar

Romance

2000

IIFA 2001 Best Playback Singer - Female

174 mins

Salman Khan, Preity Zinta,
Rani Mukerji, Sana Saeed

Twins, separated at birth, grow up to be the opposite in
nature. Both of them fall in love with different girls and both
the girls are confused by the change they see in their
respective lovers.

David Dhawan

Comedy

143 mins

Salman Khan, Rambha,
Karishma Kapoor

1997

The story is about Durga (Rakhee) who has lost her sons Karan
(Salman Khan) and Arjun (Shah Rukh Khan) to the hands of Thakur
Durjan Singh (Amrish Puri). Durga's prayers are answered and the
dead sons are born again as Ajay (Salman Khan) and Vijay(Shah Rukh
Khan), but to different mothers. Vijay is a superb rider and is in love with
Soniya (Kajol) whose father Saxena (Ranjeet) is Durjan Singh's partner
in crime and Durjan's son Suraj is engaged to be married to Sonia. On
the other hand Ajay lives alone in a basti with Bindiya (Mamta Kulkarni)
his childhood friend. Before long, Sonia is taken away to Durjan's haveli
so Suraj can marry her, but Vijay learns this and goes after Sonia. And
as he reaches the land where Durga is awaiting her sons, a driving
force leads him to Durga! As he looks at her his memory comes
flooding back him! Shah Rukh Khan shines as a loving son and a young
man in love. An extremely touching family drama.

Rakesh Roshan

Action

1995

Filmfare Award 1996 for Best Editing

176 mins

Salman Khan, Shahrukh
Khan, Raakhee, Mamta
Kulkarni, Kajol, Amrish Puri

Ram, the local village Romeo, is a colorful, charming yet dramatic
vagabond where as Leela is an unbridled and passionate village Juliet.
The only thing in common between these two strangers is their families
hatred for each other. Their two families have been sworn enemies since
the past 500 years and their own kin falling in love with each other is
worse than any storm that could have ever come. When Ram and Leela
see each other for the first time, their worlds collide, wars are fought and
destinies are written in blood, forever. Set in a land of guns, vengeance
and the fierce underworld of Kutch, Gujarat with a magnificent musical
backdrop, Ram and Leela fight the world to live their own dreams. What
will happen when they declare their love to the world. Will their families
relent or will Ram and Leela carve their own destiny.

Sanjay Leela Bhansali Romance 2013

Filmfare Award 2014 for Best Actress
Best Choreography Screen Award 2013 for Best Actress
IIFA 2014 for Best Art Direction
155 mins

Deepika Padukone &
Ranveer Singh

Baabul is a story about a widow's father-in-law who tries to
bring back happiness in her life by asking her childhood
friend to marry her. But her reluctance and opposition from
other family members threatens his plan.

Ravi Chopra

Drama

172 mins

Amitabh Bachchan, Hema
Malini, Salman Khan, Rani
Mukerji

2006

Krrish and his father must defeat human-animal mutants
created by an evil genius, Kaal, who is hell-bent on
destroying the world. His vile army is led by a chameleon
mutant, Kaya.

Rakesh Roshan

Sci-Fi Action

2013

IIFA 2014 Award for Best Action Big Star 2013
Award for Most Entertaining Director
Screen Awards 2013 for Best Special Effects

152 mins

Hrithik Roshan, Priyanka
Chopra, Vivek Oberoi

Koi Mil Gaya is a story about a developmentally disabled
young man Rohit Mehra essayed by Hrithik Roshan who tries
to continue the work his father did in communicating with
extra-terrestrials from outer space, which leads to something
miraculous and wonderful.

Rakesh Roshan Sci-Fi Drama

2003

Filmfare 2004 Award for Best Actor & Best Film
Filmfare 2004 Award for Best Director
Guild Award 2004 for Best Actor
180 mins

Hrithik Roshan, Priyanka
Chopra, Rekha

Kaho Na Pyar Hai is a story of a rich girl who falls in love
with a poor singer and vice versa. But fate has two surprises
in store
Rakesh Roshan

Romance

2000

Filmfare Award 2001 for Best Actor & Best Film
IIFA 2001 Award for Best Actor
Bollywood Movie Award 2001 for Best Actor

180 mins

Hrithik Roshan, Ameesha
Patel

Queen is a film about a Delhi girl from a traditional family who
sets out on a solo honeymoon after her marriage gets
cancelled.

Vikas Bahl

Drama

2013

National Film Award 205 for Best Actress

146 mins

Kangana Rannaut, Lisa
Haydon, Rajkumar Rao

Yamla Pagla Deewana is a Hindi comedy film starring the
deols Sunny, Bobby and Dharmendra Deol. A married
Canadian travels to India to re-unite with his estranged father
and brother but faces obstacles and challenges.

Samir Karnik

Comedy

2011

143 mins

Dharmendra, Sunny Deol,
Bobby Deol, Kulraj
Randhawa, Nafisa Ali,
Anupam Kher, Johny Lever

Consequences forces an innocent man to involve into crime
world after making an error.

Mahesh Manjrekar

Action

1999

Filmfare Award 2000 for Best Actor
IIFA Award 2000 for Best Actor & Best Editing

146 mins

Namrata Shirodkar, Sanjay
Dutt,

A disgraced ex-boxer attempts to make his two sons
champion boxers in order to clear his name. One son agrees
with this goal, but the other does not, causing family conflicts.

Anil Sharma

Action

174 mins

Bobby Deol, Dharmendra,
Sunny Deol

2007

Robot is a Hindi dubbed version of hit Tamil film Enthiran.
Creating a robot with emotions creates problems for Dr. Vasi
when a rival scientist tampers with the robot and gives him an
evil persona. Vasi must now tame his own creation to stop
the destruction.

S. Shankar

Sci-Fi

2010

Vijay Award 2011 for Favorite Hero
National Film Award 2011 for Best Special Effects
IIFA Awards 2011 for Best Art Direction
IIFA Awards 2011 for Best Make-up
185 mins

Rajinikanth, Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan, Danny
Denzongpa, Santhanam

The classic story of a terminally ill man who wishes to live life
to the full before the inevitable occurs, as told by his best
friend.
Hrishikesh Mukherjee Drama

1971

Filmfare Award 1972 for Best Actor
National Film Award 1972 for Best Feature Film
BFJA Awards 1972 for Best Actor

123 mins

Amitabh Bachchan, Rajesh
Khanna, Ramesh Deo,
Sumitra Sanyal

Thakur Bhanupratap has a son Heera who he has little
respect for. Radha marries Heera and Thakur Bhanupratap
sends them out of the house. Heera and Radha make a
successful life for themselves and for their son. Though
Thakur is still angry with his son Heera remains noble having
only utmost respect and love towards his father which is
passed down to Heera's son.

E. V. V. Satyanarayana Action

186 mins

Amitabh Bachchan,
Soundarya, Jayasudha

1999

A newly wedded husband plays a practical joke on his wife's
family with full support from his wife and friends.

Hrishikesh Mukherjee Comedy

1975

Bollywood Movie Award 1975 - Most Sensational Actor
150 mins

Amitabh Bachchan,
Dharmendra, Jaya Bhaduri,
Sharmila

“
Content made
for Digital

”

LOST & FOUND

#LOVEBYTES

TANLINES

YOLO

LIV SHUTTER

BACHELOR'S DELIGHT

KACHO PAPAD PAKO PAPAD

ONCE UPON A TIME WITH VIKRAM BHATT

MARRIED WOMAN DIARIES

‘Lost & Found’ is a love story of two indivuvals
unknown to each other . What happens when a
Super-Geek helps a run-away bride in a nervewracking chase from her eccentric to-be groom?

6 X 15 mins

Kaizad Gustad

2016

Ashwin Mushran,
Faraz Khan,
Poppy Jobbal

Romance

The series underlines what makes two very different
individuals click and sometimes clash. The show
also elucidates all those things that are necessary
for an urban relationship to sustain

26 X 15 mins

Vishal Mull

2015

Kushal Punjabi,
Sukhmani Sadana

Romance

A scripted reality show centered around the lives
of 7 teenagers transitioning from college to
professional life. It is a show made by digital
natives.

13 X 15 mins

Prosit Roy

2015

Chirag Lobo, Abhishek
Gopalakrishnan, Roshan
Mathew, Raviza Chauhan,
Deena Hasan, Sachi Maker

Adventure

The story revolves around the lives of four
young adults who unexpectedly go through a
series of dramatic events that changes their
perspective towards love, relationships, sex
and life in general

10 X 5 mins

Sameer Vidwans

To be Launched

Shivani Rangole, Shivraj
Waichal, Ruturaj Shinde

Comedy Drama

LIV Shutter is a show centered around selfrealization and inspiration, and turns the spotlight on
how today’s youth can push limits to achieve their
goals, and can overcome any shortcomings that
they believe they possess

6 X 5 mins

2015
Navin Dhyani

Makeover Show

A new food show aimed to satisfy the taste buds of
all those bachelors looking for a quick bite

14 X 5 mins

2016

Cooking Show

Vipul comes from a conservative family who are
worried for his marriage. He comes home one day
with a girl named Sanjana and introduces her to his
family. The problem is that Sanjana is 7 years older
than Vipul. The show is a roller-coaster ride of the
protagonists - Vipul & Sanjana who goes through a
barrage of emotions which include Comedy,
Romance & Drama.

12 X 15 mins

To be Launched

Comedy

The show is a collection of short stories narrated by
famous Indian writer- Vikram Bhatt. These audio
stories are around Love, Romance, Relationships
and Mythology

104 X 10 mins

2016

Short Stories

It is the story of an independent girl who lives by her
rules, falls in love and gets married to her prince
charming. It further resonates the dilemma that she
faces after two years of marriage to have a child
while she still wants to persue her career in stand-up
comedy

10 X 10 mins

To be Launched

Romantic Comedy

“
Bringing out
the ‘‘child’’ in
you

”

NURSERY RHYMES

GOPAL BHAR

NUT BOLTU

NIX

Step into the land of colors, shapes, characters and
rhymes, making your baby’s world worth the while.
Imagination, creations and discoveries. These rhymes
will make you smile and giggle along, as we bring the
best of animation and education packaged only for your
baby and you!

Kids

50 X 2 mins

English

2016

A story about a legendary court jester in medieval
Bengal. The stories are short, beautiful, humorous and
have a specific social message. Gopal Bhar is famous for
stories of his wisdom, in which he outwits other fellow
courtiers

Kids

Hindi / Bengali

350 X 30 mins 2015

The animated series is a story about two
friends- Nut & Boltu and their funny
incidents which will definitely make you
laugh

Kids

78 X 30 mins

Hindi / Bengali

2015

(NIX)
NIX is an extraordinary Action Comedy Series where an
ordinary girl turns into a Super Girl. She fights all evils in
the society and also regales the kids with her special
powers. Nimki is an ordinary 10 year old sweet girl, who
lives with her parents along with her best friend – the
puppy whom she called NIMBU. Nimki is a brave and
fearless girl with extraordinary talent, ability and intellect.
She has special powers and accessories which turn her
into a SUPER GIRL called NIX(Je Sob Pare),who solves
the problems in the society.

Kids

32 X 30 mins

Hindi / Bengali

2016

“

Sports do not
build character.
They reveal it

* Subject to Rights Availability

”

